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Home Health Care is a great long term care option for anybody who needs
some level of assistance to live safely and independently in their own home.

In-Home caregivers provide assistance with a wide range of tasks, from
housekeeping, meal preparation and transportation through to assistance
with bathing, toileting and medications. Caregivers provide one-on-one care
for their clients with schedules tailored for each individual; from 1-24 hours
each day. Above all else, a large number of in-home care recipients love the
companionship provided by a caregiver spending time with them on a regular
basis; especially if they don’t live near their family or friends. You do not need
a medical reason to find a caregiver; whether you have tasks around the
home or would like a little companionship, there are many wonderful in-home
caregivers who are ready and waiting to assist.

1. What is Home Health Care?

Home health care may be more common among our senior population, but
they are not the only ones that can benefit from a caregiver in their home.
Anybody who has a medical diagnosis, disability or injury that may effect their
activities of daily living, could benefit from home health care. Individuals of all
ages and activity levels utilize home health care to remain happy and
independent in their own home. An In-home caregiver is a fantastic option for
anybody who would like to seize control and live life on their terms, in their
chosen setting.

Now more than ever, arranging in-home care is easier than most people
realize. This essential guide to home health care will take you through the
process of researching and arranging in home care for a loved one.
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As we grow older, we will face many challenges; it’s inevitable. Similarly, as
we age, our family and loved ones are aging with us, and they may need our
help when they can no longer fully help themselves. It can be a difficult
subject to bring up, as your loved one may worry that their independence
could be at risk. It is important to take the proper steps as soon as possible in
order to avoid more difficult challenges in the future, such as a fall or
medication mismanagement which are the biggest causes of hospital
admission. You know your loved one better than anyone; if you think they
may benefit from elder care services, you may recognize the following signs.

2. Signs a Family Member May Not be Coping

It is important to recognize these signs and take preventative action so that
your loved ones are not at risk. For those that do not know the signs to look
for, the first indication that a loved one needs assistance to stay safe and
healthy at home, may be a fall or hospital admission. Many individuals who 

Poor personal hygiene
A dirty, disorganized or cluttered
home
Lack of energy
Lack of appetite
Missed appointments/deadlines
Mood swings, extreme change in
mood
Forgetfulness
Difficulty balancing, walking and
remaining mobile
Refraining from driving at night
Late payments on bills, stacks of
unopened mail
Uncertainty and confusion when
performing once-familiar tasks
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Signs That A Loved One May Not Be Coping Alone:



 cannot cope entirely by themselves, do not alert family members for fear of
losing their independence. It is the role of friends and family to let their loved
ones know that the best way to maintain their independence at home, is to
accept a little help. Accepting some kind of help does not mean having to
move away from their home or live in a nursing facility. While this is an option
for some, many seniors have strong feelings about remaining at home and in
a familiar setting, and would benefit greatly from the assistance of an in-
home caregiver.

The process of arranging in-home care may seem daunting, especially for out
of town family members, however with advances in technology and
innovative home health companies, it’s easier than ever.  Paired for Care
meet, interview and thoroughly screen in-home caregiver’s in-person and
build each care provider a detailed profile on www.pairedforcare.com. Each
caregiver profile includes a 2 minute HD video interview, which allows family
members, from anywhere in the world, to choose the right caregiver for their
loved one.
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While there are a wide range of long term care options, health care facilities
are far from the only option and in fact they have a hard time competing with
the advantages of receiving in-home care from a fantastic care provider. Not
all long term care options were created equal, so bear this in mind when
evaluating your options.  

3. Home Health Care vs. Long Term Care
Facilities

Home Health Care ensures that
clients have 100% of their nurses
attention and that they receive
assistance with all necessary tasks,
including transportation, meal prep,
housekeeping and grocery shopping
and all “personal care” tasks. Because
home health nurses work one-on-
one with their clients, they form a
close connection and know

Assisted Living Facilities or ALF's generally offer some limited assistance with
day-to-day tasks and companionship, but this does not include hands on
“personal care” such as bathing, toileting or grooming assistance. If the resident
of an assisted living facility goes on to need assistance with “personal care” or
more attention in general, they will either need to arrange for home health to
visit them at the assisted living facility, or move to a skilled nursing facility. The
average monthly cost for an assisted living facility in Florida is $3,045, which
can be off putting when home health care may be needed in addition.

Skilled Nursing Facilities or SNF’s are able to assist their residents with
“personal care” tasks, although there is no choice in the staff member providing
assistance and the patient to staff ratio is usually high. A private room at a
skilled nursing facility the most expensive long term care option by a good
margin, averaging $8,365 each month in Florida. 

every last detail about their clients individual routine and medical condition.
This allows home health nurses to notice small changes in condition and
avoid unnecessary medical issues and hospital admissions. When comparing
home health care to a long term care facility, ensure you know the facilities
limitations and that you are comparing apples to apples. Many facility
residents also require home health care services in addition, which is not cost
efficient. *Average costs taken from the CareScout  “Cost of Care Survey 2016”
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There are many home health care options for seniors who are unable to
maintain full independence at home, which can make it hard to know where
to turn. For a long time in-home care has been dominated by home care
agencies, but more recently families are looking elsewhere for home
healthcare.

Home Health Agencies work as a middle man between those looking for in-
home care and the local pool of caregivers. Agencies will send a screened
caregiver to somebody requiring in-home care and for this they charge an
average of $19/ hour, in Florida (according to the 2012 Metlife “Market Survey
of Long Term Care Costs”). Out of this $19/ hour, the caregiver typically
received $10 and the agency takes $9 per hour as their “agency fee”.
Finding a Private Caregiver makes it possible to cut out the expense of a
home health agency. Private caregivers may post their availability on
Craigslist, a grocery store notice board or you may find one through word of
mouth. Private caregivers have generally not been background screened or
vetted in anyway and as such this can be a risky choice.

4. Home Health Care Options

Paired for Care are one of a new breed of home care company, designed to
cut out unnecessary middle man fees. This results in less expense for care
seeker, fair pay for great in-home caregivers and happy and sustainable
ongoing relationships. Paired for Care interview and thoroughly screen every
caregiver in-person, and create a detailed online profile for each.  Caregiver
profiles include a 2 minute HD video interview, which makes it simple to

Paired for Care
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choose the best caregiver for your family; from anywhere in the world. When
you have found the perfect caregiver Paired for Care handle all ongoing
payroll and tax work, so that you don’t have to. Take a look at the Paired for
Care Savings Calculator to see the numerous benefits as well as cost savings
available for your home health care.
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If you notice that a loved one may not be able to care for themselves entirely,
the first step is to discuss your concerns with them. It is important to point out
any particular instances that have brought about your concern and to let
them know, without scaring them, the potential consequences of not
addressing the situation early enough.  They may be resistant to the idea that
they are no longer able to do everything themselves, and even a little
embarrassed. It is important to make it clear your concern is coming from a
place of love. By pointing out the many benefits of in-home care, they may
start to understand what it means for them, and how they could embrace this
transition. It is important to be reassuring while still getting your point across:
you care about them, which is why you care about finding them someone
who can fit in with their lifestyle, and assist them with living life to the fullest.

5. Discussing Home Health Care
with your Loved One

It is not always as easy as getting
your loved one “on board” and
they may need some time to
accept your concerns, and come
to terms with limitations that they
may not have even
acknowledged themselves. To
take the next step it is important
to make it clear that by exploring
the idea of receiving a little help,
there is no commitment and nothing will be forced on them. Keep your loved
one involved in the process, to the degree they want to be. Many individuals
will enjoy playing a part in choosing a wonderful in-home caregiver, and
encouraging them to do so will ensure they are more accepting of the change
and comfortable with the caregiver you choose.
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Sit down with your loved one to discuss, and make a list of, which activities
they require some level of assistance with.  Some activities will be easier for
your loved one to accept assistance with, such as tasks like housekeeping,
laundry and transportation. It may be difficult and a little embarrassing to
accept help with personal care, such as bathing and toileting, but it is
important to persevere.  Personal care does not have to begin on the your
caregivers first visit, or until your loved one feels comfortable, but it may be
what they need help with to keep them safe.

6.What Assistance Is Required and When?

In-home caregivers are
generally able assist
with companionship,
housekeeping and
household tasks, meal
preparation, grocery
shopping, transportation,
bathing, grooming,
toileting, mobility,
medication and more. 

Depending on the tasks that your loved one requires assistance with, you will
be able to decide the frequency and duration of the visits you need.  If
assistance is required to safely take a shower, then it will be necessary to have
a caregiver at hand on the days your loved one would normally shower.  If it’s
assistance with meal preparation, a little light housekeeping, laundry,
transportation to the grocery store etc. then 4 hours each day might suffice. If
assistance is required to safely use the bathroom, take medications and move
around the home, then it may be necessary to have a caregiver available
around the clock.

In-home care is available from 1-24 hours each, up to seven days a week.
 Discussing a starting point with your loved one is a great first step.  Bear in
mind that you may have to compromise a little; you may want your loved one
to accept more help than they are initially comfortable with. Choosing a great
in-home caregiver and getting them through the door will alleviate your loved
ones concerns and over time they will be comfortable accepting more
assistance.
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Successful in-home care is largely dependent on matching your loved one
with a caregiver who they want to have in their home. The best person to
decide who takes care of your loved one is your family! You know their likes
and dislikes and personality better than anyone. The best way to ensure that
your home health care is a wonderful and successful experience, is to ensure
you’ve found a caregiver who your loved one wants to spend time with.
Someone that they want in their home. This often comes down to choosing a
caregiver with a complementary personality, a similar sense of humor, shared
interests or common backgrounds.  There are many qualified caregivers
capable of assisting your family with their daily needs, so you should
concentrate on finding a great personality match. 

7. Finding the Perfect In-Home Caregiver

Paired for Care is passionate about giving families the ability to choose their in-
home caregiver.  Paired for Care are experts at interviewing, thoroughly
screening, and credential and reference checking each and every caregiver in-
person, before they are given an online caregiver profile. When you view
caregiver profiles at PairedforCare.com you can rest assured that each
individual has been vetted in detail, on your behalf.  This lets you concentrate
on viewing their individual interview videos and detailed profiles to choose the
best match for your loved one. You can view multiple profiles and compare
caregivers for free and when you choose a great caregiver who checks all of
your boxes we set up a meeting. You don’t have to rely on an agency, who
does not know your family, to choose who will be spending time with your
loved one. You can easily explore options from the comfort of your own home
and decide who the best fit for your family is.
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When you have chosen a great caregiver, who you feel will be a great
personality match, the next step is to arrange for them to meet your loved
one. It is always a good idea for the care recipient to meet in-person with a
prospective caregiver, before agreeing a date to start work. Having watched
their caregiver interview video, you will already have seen, heard and got a
good feel for them, but to be 100% you should arrange for them to meet your
loved one and ensure that they “hit it off”.

8. Meeting your In-Home Caregiver

Aligned Expectations

Finding a great personality on
www.pairedforcare.com is easy, but
now you have to be sure that your
caregiver is able to meet all of your
requirements.  It is a good idea to
discuss the following topics to be sure
that you have found a perfect match.

Schedule: which days they your caregiver be needed, and how open and
flexible to might they be if they are asked to stay a little later for example.

Pay: Caregivers list their rate on their profile, but it should be discussed,
especially if you wish to negotiate.

Special accommodations: Can they work within your religious requirements,
dietary lifestyle, and any other specific requests you may have?

Anything else: If you require anything else from them, now is the time to
speak up! 

Additional Interview Questions

Once you have discussed the basics, you can use the following questions to
guide your conversation, and to be sure that you've found the perfect match!
It may be a good idea to revisit their Paired for Care interview video and
profile before meeting with them, so that you remember what grounds they
have already covered.
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Questions to Consider:

Do you have experience with “X” (this could be COPD, Alzheimers,
Fibromyalgia or any relevant affliction)

Can you tell me a little about your last position?What is your favorite part
about being a caregiver?

Do you think that you can see yourself working with me?

When would you be able to start if we offer you the position?

Do you have any questions for me?

When you have spent a little time together, you will know instinctively if the
caregiver you have met will be a good match for your loved one.  Of course
you should discuss the decision with your loved one and ensure that they had
a connection with the caregiver and felt comfortable.  

At this point, the hard work is over.  All you have to do is offer your caregiver
the position and agree a start date.  A quick call to Paired for Care to notify
them, will allow them to file necessary paperwork so that all time tracking,
payroll and tax services are done on your behalf and that you are compliant
with the department of labor and IRS at all times!
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When a caregiver provides care for your
loved one, they are classified by the IRS
and department of labor as a household
employee. The Department of Labor and
IRS are cracking down on those who miss-
classify their caregiver as an independent
contractors. The reason that in-home
caregivers are classified as a household
employees is generally because they take
direction from the care recipient and
family as the the schedule they work and
the tasks they perform. It is important to
understand that failure to employ your
caregiver correctly could create problems
down the line. Not only are government
bodies investing more time in audits, but
the possibility of claim from a disgruntled
ex-caregiver, who felt they were not
classified correctly is always possible.

9. Hiring your Caregiver the Right Way
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Most home care workers will be employees, and
not independent contractors, of the individual
who receives services (or the individual's family,
household, or other representative)
- Department of Labor



Each caregiver’s hourly rate is listed on their Paired for Care profile and is based
on their qualifications, skills and experience. 100% of the hourly rate you pay goes
to your caregiver.

Paired for Care charge fixed monthly fee of $99 to take care of all time tracking,
invoicing, payroll and tax assistance, so you don't have to. No set-up fees, no
year-end fees, no hidden costs. We remove all of the hassles and mystery of
becoming an in-home employer by providing all ongoing payroll and household
employment tax services.

10. Paired for Care Make it Simple to
Employ your Caregiver Correctly

Acquire your Employer Identification Number (EIN)
Ensure correctly completed I-9 and W4 forms are filed
Collect your in-home employees working hours
Choice of electronic or paper invoices, sent bi-weekly to yourself or a
designee
Pay your employee bi-weekly, via direct deposit
Calculate, withhold and facilitate payment of Social Security, Medicare and
Federal Income taxes
Prepare and distribute your household employees W2 at year end
Prepare and distribute employers Form 1040 Schedule H at year end
Maintain all records on file
Online access to pay stubs, W2’s, Form 1040 Schedule H and more
Unlimited support 

Do you Have Questions? Contact one of our expert
care advisors, today:

Phone: 
Email: 
Web: 

772-245-4504
support@PairedforCare.com
www.PairedforCare.com


